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Learning outcomes
Today's workshop will provide:

• A framework for communication and stakeholder 
engagement to improve data literacy

• Interactive group reflection session on challenges, 
roadblocks and success

• Guidance on framework implementation
• Direction to a tools and resources page with next 

steps, links to relevant materials and today's slides



Overview
Why is Data Literacy Important?

The Australian Data Strategy recognises data as 
a national asset, crucial to driving innovation and 
effective decision-making, and a key driver of the 
future economy.

Data literacy - the ability to analyse, interpret and 
tell stories with data - is a fundamental 
requirement of fulfilling the vision to become a 
modern, data-driven society by 2030.



Overview
Why is Data Literacy Important?

Melinda Smith, Chief Service 
Delivery Officer from the ATO, 
talks about how building data 
capability today is critical to 
delivering future vision.

Source: APS Professional Stream.



Framework for communication and stakeholder 
engagement to improve data literacy

Understanding roles within the data ecosystem

Effective communication and engagement

Building data literacy across the data ecosystem
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Pillar 1:

Understanding roles within 

the data ecosystem



Building / transforming 
your team

• Data literacy is different from technical 
literacy

• Change attitudes towards data to be 
positive

• Identify critical skill gaps

• Willingness to invest and support the 
transition



Roles in a data-driven 
environment

Expertise and knowledge will extend across multiple 
roles within these key role categories. To create a 
cohesive data ecosystem, everyone should view 
themselves as a data enthusiast, and a data steward, 
committed to the responsible use of data.

To be accredited as a data user or data service provider 
within the Data Availability & Transparency Bill, your 
agency will also require a Data Privacy or Chief Data 
Officer.

No one can be an expert in everything. A great team will 
have members with different domains of expertise, 
working together to create a data-driven environment.
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Create and nurture 
an ecosystem of 
data enthusiasts.
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Data Leaders

Role
• Drives the agenda of data literacy 

within the organisation

• Understands the importance and 
potential of data literacy, and is willing 
to invest in the future

• Actively encourages everyone to 
adopt the data-driven attitude

• Displays leadership as a data steward

Traits
• Forward thinking mindset and seeks 

new ways to incorporate data

• Excited about the possibilities
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Data Engineers
Role
• Builds and maintains the data 

infrastructure

• Ensures the data is stored securely 
and is easily accessible

Traits
• Knowledge of data warehousing and 

different database systems

• Proactively adjusts the needs of data 
storage as circumstances change

Leaders
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Data 
custodians

Data 
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Data Scientists

Role
• Collects, cleans and structures large 

datasets to prepare them for further 
analysis

• Create models and algorithms to 
innovate and answer novel questions

Traits
• Deep understanding of statistics, 

machine learning and multi-threaded 
workloads

• Willing to continuously learn and 
study new machine learning 
techniques in a growing field
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Data Analysts

Role
• Analyses data to identify trends and 

create insights

• Presents data in a format that is easily 
understandable from a non-technical 
perspective

Traits
• Knows the best way to display data 

and variables in a clear manner

• Experience in building dashboards 
using popular tools such as PowerBI
or Tableau 
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Data Translators

Role
• Translates data insights from a data 

analyst into actionable goals for the 
organization

• Bridges the gap in technical expertise 
for business stakeholders

Traits
• Has a history in a business 

environment and understands their 
perspective

• Ability to build a logical story from the 
data presented
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Data Enthusiasts

Role
• Fosters a positive community and 

mindset of data literacy

• Continually seeks ways to improve 
their data capabilities

Traits
• Willing to learn and embrace changes 

relating to data capabilities

• Integrates data-driven decisions into 
their work wherever the opportunity 
arises
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Domain expert

Role
• In depth knowledge of a specific 

domain or sub-domain; education, 
health, housing and homelessness, 
employment

• Critical to correct interpretation of 
data by adding layers of context

Traits
• Passionate about having a positive 

impact in their domain of focus

• Often involved directly in problem-
solving, mobilising services, and 
overcoming challenges for their 
domain of focus
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Bilinguals

Role
• Both a Domain expert and Data 

Scientist

• Specialised, multi-disciplinary 
knowledge and expertise

Traits
• Passionate about their domain of 

focus

• Typically a dedicated academic 
researcher
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Data custodians

Role
• Custodian of data, responsible for 

managing storing, protecting and 
sharing data, and sometimes 
collecting and updating data

Traits
• Leaders in data stewardship

• Protector and driver of the value of 
data collections

• Increasingly communities 
and organisations and are becoming 
custodians of their own data 
collections
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Building momentum

• Data literacy needs to be part of the 
overall culture and attitude. Where 
possible it should be integrated into 
your work

• Define ways of measuring data literacy 
to actively show progress

• Maintain momentum by promoting 
positive changes and success when 
they happen



All roles lead to 
data.
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Q&A / reflections on roles 
within the data ecosystem.



Pillar 2:

Effective communication and 

stakeholder engagement



Jacqui Taylor

CEO FlyingBinary

Advancing Public Sector Data Analytics panelist

Unlocking the future of artificial intelligence (AI) in government

Tech is an enabler, but it shouldn't 

leave anyone behind.



Key fundamentals of effective 
communication and stakeholder 
engagement

• Engage the full data ecosystem and take all 
stakeholders on the journey to build momentum

• Communicate the importance, benefits, 
and opportunities of data literacy that are relevant 
to each individual stakeholder segment

• Foster willingness and effort towards becoming data-
literate across the team and ecosystem



Effective stakeholder 
engagement.

Learnings from Advancing Public Sector Data Analytics 
conference:
• Low data capability is the status quo, data capability is the 

future vision we are all driving to so don't be discouraged 
by where you're at

• Tie data capability building requirements to business 
problems

• Anchor to available frameworks such as the APS Data 
Capability framework and utilise tools and resources 
available through the APS Professional Stream

• Demonstrate the big picture impact data can have in 
improving strategy, decision-making, and outcomes



Effective stakeholder 
engagement.

Learnings from Advancing Public Sector Data Analytics 
conference:
• Gain executive support and buy-in and measure progress
• Keep your communication messaging simple
• Communicate to your audience as if they were a university 

graduate
• Test understanding – seek feedback from your audience to 

make sure your message has been understood
• Don't rush the process, it takes time to build trust and 

engage in a meaningful way



Important questions to ask 
and answer.

• Do you really know your audience (what they care about, 
what is important to them) if not, how can you find out what 
really matters to them

• How can you demystify complex information, can you 
refine and simplify your communications to break down 
barriers and bring more people on the journey?

• How can you best leverage both the expert knowledge and 
storytelling skills in your wider ecosystem to refine the 
impact of your communications?



Practical 
recommendations

Know your Audience & Understand the Value

To do this well you must first know:
• How will Data Literacy support the individual and 

or department/agency to improve strategic and 
professional outcomes?

• How is data currently used by individuals and the 
department/organisation?

• Are there specific cultural considerations?
• What is the likelihood of this department 

/ organisation recognising the value of data use 
and consequentially on data literacy programs? If 
low, how can you help change this?

Once you know your audience you can start to look 
from the perspective of data literacy and how it will 
bring value to each individual audience segment.

1. Know your audience



Practical 
recommendations

Data can seem unapproachable and complex to 
many people. There are also often many barriers in 
the way for people including organisational silos.

To overcome this and help create a culture of 
willingness towards building data literacy, look at how 
you can:

• Make sure people understand the context of why 
economy-wide data literacy is important and the 
role they can play

• Change the script – data is a storytelling tool and 
everyone has an important story to tell

• Communicate across, or better yet, break down 
organisational silos

2. Remove barriers and 
foster willingness



Practical 
recommendations Once you know your audience and have 

communicated the value of data literacy, how do you 
bring it all together to find a mutually beneficial 
solution?
• Determine need and offer a solution
• Ensure Stakeholders understand how the solution 

will work for them, provide additional support where 
required

• Make use of clear and concise case studies to 
communicate in an impactful way

• Focus on the story – data storytelling is the vehicle 
to effective engagement and building data literacy

2. Define the Solution, 
Engage the Stakeholder



Bring people on the journey 
with Data Storytelling.

No one ever made 
a decision because 
of a number, they 
need a story

Nobel Prize winner Daniel Kahneman, PhD.



Practical 
recommendations

Trust is one of the key concerns for most people 
when it comes to data, and there is a recognised
trust deficit issue for the public sector.

Stakeholder engagement is relationship building, 
which is fundamentally based on trust.

What can you do to gain the trust of your 
stakeholders and contribute to helping lessen the 
wider trust deficit?

• Acknowledge a trust deficit where it exists
• Understand underlying reasons for lack of trust, 

validate and address them in communications
• Show leadership in data stewardship and 

trustworthiness
• Build trust through collaboration and inclusion

4. Build Trust



Dr Ian Oppermann

NSW Chief Data Scientist

Advancing Public Sector Data Analytics panelist

How will predictive data analytics impact government decision making?

Trust really is the big game in 

town.



Pillar 3:

Building data literacy



Building data capability 
foundational question.

The Australian Data Strategy outlines agency – for people and communities to have 
agency. What are the skills and capabilities that we as Australians need to build to 
fully engage in the tremendous opportunity the data age presents in order to gain 
that agency, and drive innovation and economic value?



How can building data literacy 
provide agency?

Committing to building society-wide data literacy, and helping people 
to recognise that we all play a role in the data ecosystem will help 
create agency in the following forms:

• Equitable access to data and technology and participation in the 
digital economy

• Sovereignty over the data and stories that matter to a community, 
and an individual, and the ability to take ownership of narratives 
and decisions

• Removal of barriers and fears around data, data sharing and data 
science



Data literacy is different 
from technical literacy.



Building Data 
Literacy

1. Data translation / interpretation / 
storytelling

2. Asking the right question

3. Building data processes into 
operations



Building Data Screwdriver Literacy

Suppose instead you wanted to build 
screwdriver literacy, what does that mean?

Two perspectives; intrinsic and extrinsic.

Intrinsic involves examination of the tool 
itself. How is it made? What are it’s 
properties and features? How can we 
interact with it?

Extrinsic involves exploration of what the 
tool can be used for.



Building Data Screwdriver Literacy

Intrinsic screwdriver literacy enables:
•Applying rotational torque
•Applying pressure
•Detecting gravitational fields

Extrinsic screwdriver literacy enables:
•Building a bookshelf
•Levering open a paint tin
•Assembling Ikea furniture

Both intrinsic and extrinsic screwdriver data
literacy are important.



Data translation / interpretation / storytelling

Fundamentally an exercise in effective 
communication. Assume that the mathematics is 
correct, how do we communicate the results?
To communicate we need a common grammar, 
involving semantics and syntax.
A shared semantic map allows us to transfer 
units of meaning in individual words and 
phrases.
A mutually agreed syntax allows us to structure 
meaningful statements relating several concepts 
together.



Data translation / interpretation / storytelling

Consider: “The cat sat on the mat.”

“…cat…” a (usually) domesticated small mammal, whiskers, 
claws, tail, meow.

“The cat…” one specific identified cat, as opposed to all cats or 
an abstract cat.

“…sat…” past participle of “sit” meaning occupy a location.

“The cat sat…” mutates the meaning of “sat” inferring the cat is 
in repose.

“…mat.” a surface covering.

“…the mat.” see above.

“…on…” infers relative positions of items.

How about: “The mean rate increased year on year.”
Grammar involves elements of both intrinsic and extrinsic 
literacy.



Data translation / interpretation / storytelling

With mastery of the grammar of data, we 
then consider what it is we are trying to 
achieve with our communication (extrinsic
literacy).

I want my audience to:
• Believe something?
• Do something?
• Feel something?

Communication can move information 
and influence perception.

Influence is more than good 
communication. Communication 

moves information.

Influence moves ideas into action, 
and produces an effect without the 

use of force or command.

You can communicate without 
influencing, but you cannot 

influence without communicating.



Data translation / interpretation / storytelling

Data translation, interpretation, and 
storytelling are different ways of describing 
the art of using data to influence beliefs.
Ideally, we want to be presenting the results 
of a hypothesis-driven analysis, where the 
hypothesis is connected with a conclusion 
that we want the audience to agree with.
Suppose that we want to make the case for 
implementing a particular policy intervention.
An example hypothesis might be 
“intervention A works to prevent outcome 
B”.
Testing this hypothesis might involve 
comparison of statistics. How should we do 
this?

Intervention
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Outcome
Yes 54 12

No 6 31
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Asking the right questions

Professor Alan Duffy -
Astronomer / Astrophysicist / 
Cosmologist and Director of the 
Space Technology and Industry 
Institute at Swinburne University 
and Dr Ian Oppermann - NSW 
Chief Data Scientist tell us why 
asking the right question is so 
important.



Asking the right question

Imagine data is no object. “What’s the most powerful 
question you could ask that would help you 
understand the problem, how your service is 
impacted by that problem, or think about the problem 
differently?”
Push and push and push…
Magic moment: “Dammit if only I could do this.”
Great! Now re-frame that as a question. Moment of 
enlightenment.
“How to design F&R for a modern world” refined to 
“How can we keep F&R staff safe?”



Asking the right question

Automatic fire alarms go off all the time, and often are false alarms 
(burnt toast, popcorn, etc.) Because F&R staff know this, they aren’t 
always fully prepared which means they are at greater risk when 
there is a real emergency.

Can we build a model to predict when a fire alarm is likely to be a 
false alarm or a real fire? Predictions of this model inform F&R staff 
when they need to be fully prepared and alert.

Assembled a dataset of fire alarm incidents and associated details 
like the building type, time of day, seasonality, air quality, lightning 
strikes, lunar cycles, social media.

Ran hackathons with teams of data specialists competing against 
one another to build models that would predict the nature of a fire 
alarm. Distilled approaches to the problem from experimentation.

Getting to the problem statement was the first step.



Building data processes into operations

Starting with the data is like starting with the 
screwdriver.

Being “data lead” or “data driven” does not mean 
starting with data.

Starting with data risks concluding with “so 
what?”

Being data lead/driven means having a purpose 
for the data before it is obtained.

Purposes for data typically come in two 
varieties:
• a one-off decision, or
• to integrate with a repeated practise



Building data processes into operations

Think about your organisation as a system. Data is ancillary to the 
purpose of the system, not the purpose itself.

The purpose of the system might be to deliver a service, and will 
involve a sequence of events and interactions. Data is a potential 
input and a potential by-product of these.

Examine those events and interactions with two questions:
1. What data is or could be collected?
2. What intelligence could be injected into that interaction for 

benefit?

Look for opportunities to generate the intelligence gaps at (2) from
• the data collected at (1),
• external sources



Workshop conclusion: 

Framework summary and 

next steps.



Understand roles within 
the data ecosystem

• Build the right team
• Utilise domain expertise
• Everyone is part of the data 

ecosystem
• Engage the full ecosystem to create 

effective communication flows, foster 
willingness and collaboration and 
create data literacy momentum

Framework for communication and stakeholder 
engagement to improve data literacy summary

The right engagement 
for your audience

Building data literacy is 
important for everyone

• Engage people's natural curiosity, 
there is something everyone wants to 
know, and tech should leave no one 
behind

• Teach people that asking the right 
questions is the most important 
component of getting answers from 
data

• Build data processes into operations 
and case studies on how this can 
best work

• Know your audience and what is 
important to them

• Communicate the importance, 
benefits and opportunities of data 
literacy in a way that matters to them

• Foster willingness and effort towards 
becoming data literate, break down 
barriers and silos

• Focus on storytelling and take all 
stakeholders on a journey



Head to our resources page where you will 
be able to access:
• Slides from today's workshop
• Links to APS Data capability framework 

and APS Professional stream
• Podcast episodes on relevant themes 

from today's workshop
• Link to resource page on 

operationalising First Nations Data 
Sovereignty

• Links to access datasets that may be of 
interest

Next Steps



There’s no story 
without data, 
no data without story.

Kristi Mansfield
Co-founder & CEO

E: kristi.mansfield@seerdata.com.au
M: 0406 796 302

Adam Peaston
Co-founder & Chief Data Scientist

E: adam.peaston@seerdata.com.au
M: 0404 380 552


